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0. Preface
Eric Wilde, ewilde@bsmdevelopment.com

V1.0.9, 2009 Nov 15

This document shows how to install the spam handling utilities found in the SpamCorral package onto your
system to work in conjunction with your mail filtering software. It describes how to configure the programs
and set them up to run attended. Information about the operation of the programs in this product suite is also
provided.

0.1 Copyright

Copyright (c) 2002, 2003, 2004, 2009 Eric Wilde

Permission is granted to copy, distribute and/or modify this document under the terms of the GNU Free
Documentation License, Version 1.1 or any later version published by the Free Software Foundation; with no
Invariant Sections, with no Front−Cover Texts, and with no Back−Cover Texts. A copy of the license is
included in Appendix A, entitled "GNU Free Documentation License".

0.2 Distribution

This document is also available in HTML format at:

SpamCorral Documentation

0.3 Contributions

BSM Development is a small company of software developers (perhaps, like yourself) and we would
appreciate, if you so choose, a small contribution to pay for this software. We hope you perceive it to be of
value and find it useful to you. As a suggestion, we would like to think that it is worth at least US $20.00.
However, you may send whatever amount that you feel this product is worth. If you'd like to make a
contribution, you can do so directly via the contributions page, of the BSM Development site
(www.bsmdevelopment.com/Products/Contribute.html).

Alternately, you can send a check via snail mail to:

BSM Development
44 Whitewood Circle
Norwood, MA 02062

Please make your check payable to "BSM Development", thanks.

0.4 Change Log

Here are the version numbers, dates and a brief description of each program change, in reverse chronological
order:
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1.0.9

2009 Nov 15 − Fix problem with WeakRequire when module not found.• 

1.0.8

2003 Jun 12 − Strip all mailer crap from message lines.• 
2003 May 22 − Optionally skip domain check in MailRelease.• 
2003 May 5 − Remove HTML tags from names to release.• 
2003 May 2 − Tweak MailRelease error responses and add a couple more messages. Fix apparent Perl
bug whereby push of lc($1) pushes garbage. This affected domain lookup.

• 

1.0.7

2003 May 1 − Conditionally load Zlib and DB_File, for real this time.• 
2003 Apr 26 − Have SpamNotify unzip corralled messages, if necessary (just in case someone zips all
the spam in the corral, before we have a chance to send out the notifications). Fix problem with '>' and
'<' in the HTML component of notifications.

• 

1.0.6

2003 Apr 24 − Have MailRelease unzip corralled messages, if necessary.• 
2003 Apr 23 − Renamed SpamRelease to MailRelease (I can't keep explaining that they're the same).• 
2003 Apr 22 − Have SpamNotify wrap corralled object names with HTML links.• 
2003 Apr 22 − Add MailRelease option to delete corralled files on release.• 
2003 Apr 19 − Allow MailRelease options to come from a config file. Make an attempt at German
and French config files (thanks Google).

• 

2003 Apr 18 − Allow SpamNotify date format to come from config file. Make another try at handling
long file names wrapped by Lookout. Bounce MailRelease errors back to sender.

• 

2003 Apr 17 − Allow SpamNotify strings to come from a config file instead of being hard−coded.• 
2003 Mar 27 − Fix lowercasing of timestamps by Lookout.• 
2003 Mar 12 − Fix problem with underscores in user names.• 

1.0.5

2003 Feb 2 − Add configure script to set up platform dependent options.• 
2003 Jan 31 − Use Berkeley DB for the notification list, if it is available. This allows millions of
notifications to be sent in a single message, regardless of how the corral is partitioned.

• 

2003 Jan 29 − Send notifications at the end of each partition, if the corral is partitioned. This prevents
memory overflow when there are millions of corralled messages.

• 

1.0.4

2003 Jan 23 − Partition the spam corral into subdirectories to handle large volumes of messages. This
prevents file system limitations from causing problems.

• 

1.0.3

2003 Jan 5 − Search first 16K, rather than 4K, of message for headers when sending spam
notifications (allows longer mailing lists).

• 
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1.0.2

2002 Nov 5 − Strip pesky <Ctrl−M> from user names in MailRelease. Handle long file names
wrapped by mail readers. Clear BASH_ENV in case running suidperl.

• 

1.0.1

2002 Aug 3 − Changed SpamNotify to process symbolic links to unnamed spam files, to support
remailing spam to multiple envelope recipients.

• 

1.0

2002 Jul 15 − Initial coding for MailRelease.• 
2002 Jul 12 − Initial coding for SpamNotify.• 
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1. Installation
The steps to installing the SpamCorral spam handling utilities on a Linux or Unix system, running sendmail
and some sort of spam filter, are:

Check that your system meets the requirements.1. 
Configure the spam handling utilities to run the way you want.2. 
Create a spam handler robot.3. 
Configure sendmail to allow forwarding to work.4. 
Set up a cron job to run spam notification at regular intervals.5. 

1.1 Requirements

Before beginning with the installation of SpamCorral, you might want to check that your system meets the
requirements listed below:

Must be able to run the Perl programs under the Perl Interpreter.• 
Must be able to execute the release script as setuid root.• 
Spam handling works in conjunction with a sendmail or other spam filter (such as MailCorral) that
can place spam in a separate holding area for disposition by SpamCorral.

• 

Mail forwarding, by sendmail, to a program must be enabled.• 

1.2 Configure the Spam Handlers

1.2.1 Untar the Distribution

You should untar the distribution files to a separate directory where the spam handlers can be built on their
own. By default, the tar ball has all of the distribution files in a subdirectory called "SpamCorral−x.x.x". We
suggest that you put the spam handlers in a subdirectory off of the main sendmail directory. For example, if
you have a main sendmail directory that looks something like this:

  SendMail
  −rw−r−−r−−  1   93628 Jan 31 13:54 SpamCorral−1.0.5.tar.gz
  −rwxr−−r−−  1  290418 Sep 19  2001 sendmail−8.11.6−1.7.1.i386.rpm
  drwxr−xr−x 22    4096 Sep 19  2001 sendmail−8.12.0
  −rwxr−−r−−  1  783911 Sep 14  2001 sendmail.8.12.0.tar.gz

You could cd to this directory and unpack the tar ball with one of the following commands:

tar −xvzf SpamCorral−1.0.5.tar.gz
gunzip −c SpamCorral−1.0.5.tar.gz | tar −xv

If you do so, your directory structure will now look something like this:

  SendMail
  drwxrwxr−x  2    4096 Feb  1 14:09 SpamCorral−1.0.5
  −rw−r−−r−−  1   93628 Jan 31 13:54 SpamCorral−1.0.5.tar.gz
  −rwxr−−r−−  1  290418 Sep 19  2001 sendmail−8.11.6−1.7.1.i386.rpm
  drwxr−xr−x 22    4096 Sep 19  2001 sendmail−8.12.0
  −rwxr−−r−−  1 1783911 Sep 14  2001 sendmail.8.12.0.tar.gz
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1.2.2 Run "configure"

The distribution is meant to configure itself using a shell script produced by the GNU autoconf program. To
configure the spam handlers, switch to the installed directory and type "./configure". If you're using "csh" on
an old version of System V, you might need to type "sh ./configure" instead to prevent "csh" from trying to
execute "configure" itself.

Running "configure" takes a few seconds. While running, it prints some messages telling which features it is
checking for.

The "configure" shell script creates a shell script "config.status" that you can run in the future to recreate the
current configuration, and a file "config.log" containing output useful mainly for debugging "configure". It
can also use an optional file (typically called "config.cache" and enabled with "−−cache−file=config.cache" or
simply "−C") that saves the results of its tests to speed up reconfiguring.

1.2.3 Sharing Defaults

If you want to set default values for "configure" scripts to share, you can create a site shell script called
"config.site" that gives default values for variables like "CC", "cache_file", and "prefix". "configure" looks for
"PREFIX/share/config.site" if it exists, then "PREFIX/etc/config.site" if it exists. Or, you can set the
"CONFIG_SITE" environment variable to the location of the site script. A warning: although this "configure"
script does so, not all "configure" scripts look for a site script.

1.2.4 Configure the Spam Notifier

To configure the spam notifier, you can hack the source file SpamNotify.pl (note that I use a setting of five for
tabs so the source will look weird unless you set your tabs to five also) and change the appropriate variables
therein. However, the easiest way to configure it is to copy the appropriate configuration file for your
language (or the closest one to it) to the file "SpamNotify.cf". The original files are named
"SpamNotify−xx.cf". The format of these files is the same as a Perl script and they are simply evaluated by
Perl that way. You can change these variables:

$CORRAL The path name of the directory where suspended spam is saved until it is
released or deleted. If you are using MailCorral, this should match the
directory used in the SPAM_NAME_TEMPLATE manifest constant set in
smfopts.h.

$STAMPFILE The name of a file to use for holding the timestamp of the last spam
notification message. You may pick any name you like, provided it doesn't
collide with the names used by the mail fitler (e.g. none of the names in the
message file name templates in MailCorral's smfopts.h).

$SPAMROBOT The userid of the spam handler robot (that will be created in Section 1.3,
below). However, you probably won't have to change this variable if you are
using a version of sendmail that forwards mail to programs via smrsh. The
reason is because SpamNotify automatically detects which userid is being
used for the spam handling robot, at runtime. The value set by this variable is
only used as a fallback, default. Note that, if a value is set in the config file, it
is taken as the absolute name and the results of automatic detection are
ignored.
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$MAXHEADERLEN The maximum number of message header bytes to be read while processing
messages for notification. If the end of the headers isn't found after reading
this many bytes, the message is skipped and no notification is sent.

There is a tradeoff between the speed of processing messages and the number
of bytes read while looking for headers. If there is a large amount of corralled
spam, you might want to reduce this variable from its default setting of 16384
to a smaller value. However, be advised that smaller values (e.g. 4096) might
cause some messages with long delivery lists (common with some types of
spam) to be skipped.

$DATEFMT The date/time format string that is to be passed to sprintf whenever date
stamps are formatted for display. This value consists of the format pattern
string, followed by the variables to be substituted into it. Note that the double
quotes around the format string and the dollar signs in the variable names
must be escaped, since this value is evaluated multiple times. If you don't
escape these items, your date stamps will come out broken or all zeros.

Within this parameter, you can use the variables: "$Year" (the full, four−digit
year number); "$Mon" (the two−digit month number); "$MDay" (the
two−digit day of the month); "$Hour" (the twenty−four hour clock); "$Min"
(the minutes in the hour); "$Sec" (the seconds in the minute). The default
value is:

\"%04d−%02d−%02d %02d:%02d:%02d\", \$Year, \$Mon, \$MDay, \$Hour,
\$Min, \$Sec

which gives a date stamp that looks like "2003−04−18 03:27:05". If you live
in Europe, you might want to try:

\"%02d.%02d.%04d %02d:%02d\", \$MDay, \$Mon, \$Year, \$Hour, \$Min

which gives a date stamp that looks like "18.04.2003 03:27".

$NOTIFYSUBJ The subject line to be used on notification messages sent to the users about
spam held for them.

The foreign language configuration files packaged with SpamCorral contain a
translation of this subject text into the target foreign language.

$NOTIFYMSG The text of the message that is sent to the users, describing the spam that is
waiting for them and what to do about it. This is a multi−line message that
begins the body of the notification message.

The foreign language configuration files packaged with SpamCorral contain a
translation of this notification into the target foreign language.

$XXXXTAG The various tags that are used in the body of the notification message to
identify the components of each piece of spam. Things like the from, subject
and date headers.

The foreign language configuration files packaged with SpamCorral contain a
translation of these tags into the target foreign language.
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1.2.5 Configure the Message Remailer

Next, to configure the message remailer, you can hack the source file MailRelease.pl (note that I used a
setting of five for the tabs here too so the source will look weird unless you also set your tabs to five) and
change the appropriate variables therein. However, the easiest way to configure the remailer is to copy the
appropriate configuration file for your language (or the closest one to it) to the file "MailRelease.cf". The
original files are named "MailRelease−xx.cf". The format of these files is the same as a Perl script and they
are simply evaluated by Perl that way. You can change the variables noted below.

One word, though, before you proceed to setting up MailRelease.pl. If you have installed or will be installing
MailCorral, you do not need to install MailRelease.pl (you still can if you want to) because it is redundant.
MailCorral includes a copy of MailRelease.pl, which is identical to the MailRelease.pl in this package and
which will work for both products.

$CORRAL The path name of the directory where suspended spam is saved until it is
released or deleted. If you are using MailCorral, this should match the
directory used in the CORRAL_DIR manifest constant set in smfopts.h.

$LOG_FILE The name of the log file where information about all messages that are
remailed, etc. is written. You will need to define this variable to and set it to a
valid file name to turn on logging (which is off by default).

$REMAIL_HDR_BYPASS The remail header string that is used to indicate that a message can be
remailed. This string must match the tag placed in the message by the
program that corralled it (e.g. MailCorral).

$MAXHEADERLEN The maximum number of message header bytes to read while looking for
remail tags in compressed, corralled messages. If the remail tag isn't found
after reading this many bytes, the message cannot be released for remailing.
Note that this only applies to compressed messages.

There is a tradeoff between the speed of releasing messages and the number
of bytes read while looking for the remail tag. If the users are releasing large
numbers of messages, you might to reduce this variable from its default
setting of 16384 to a smaller value. However, be advised that smaller values
(e.g. 4096) might cause some messages with long delivery lists (common
with some types of spam) to be unreleasable when compressed.

$IGNORE_DOMAINS This variable should be defined to any value, if you wish MailRelease to
ignore the user's domain name when processing release requests. Normally,
the domain name of the requestor is checked against a list of valid domain
names, before they are allowed to release corralled mail. This feature is
normally turned on, since it isn't troubling to most users and turning it off is a
moderate security hole.

$CHECK_USER_NAMES This variable should be defined to any value if you wish MailRelease to
check that a user's name matches the recipient of the message before it can be
remailed. This feature defaults to off, since it proved to be more trouble than
it was worth to most users. However, it is a big security hole.

$DELETE_ON_RELEASE This variable should be defined to any value if you wish MailRelease to
delete messages from the corral, once they are released for remailing. This
keeps the corral cleaner but it can cause problems if the message is not
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delivered for some reason. Consequently, this feature defaults to off and
released messages are kept in the corral until the regularly scheduled cleanup
program finds and deletes them.

@LOCAL_DOMAINS The list of domain names that are considered local to this site. Spam will only
be remailed to users who send mail from one of the approved domains. This
prevents outside users from remailing spam ("Its a good thing!").

The list may also include file names, which can contain lists of local domain
names, one per line. Typically, this feature would be used to point to the file
"/etc/mail/local−host−names" or the same place where sendmail gets local
domain name information from.

$ERRORXXXX A series of error messages that can be sent back to the user, if release fails for
some reason or another.

The foreign language configuration files packaged with SpamCorral contain a
translation of these error messages into the target foreign language.

1.2.6 Test the Spam Handlers

Test out any changes you make to the spam handling programs by running them standalone. In production,
they will be running under cron or from a ".forward" file so they are likely to fail silently.

To test SpamNotify.pl, as root, try the following command line:

./SpamNotify.pl username

In the above command line, "username" should be the name of a user who has received some spam while the
sendmail filter was running. The sendmail test suite has a sample ("spam_html_encoded") that will suffice. If
you send it to yourself while the filter is running, it should get redirected to the spam corral. Running the
notification script should send email to "username".

To test MailRelease.pl, make up a test email message in a file and pass it through the script. Your test email
message must include a from header and a line that matches a spam file in the spam corral. Note that it is of
the utmost importance that there be a blank line between the "From:" line and the "File:" line in the test
message, just as there would be in a real mail message. For example:

From: joe@localhost

File: /var/spool/MailCorral/spam_to_joe_3D2E9A9B

If your test file was called "testrel", as root, try the following command:

./MailRelease.pl <testrel

Note that you should pick a piece of spam that you don't really care about, for this test, since it will be deleted
once it is remailed. If all is working, "joe" should see the remailed spam.
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1.3 Create a Spam Handler Robot

The spam handler robot is actually a separate userid that is created for the sole purpose of releasing spam to
the general public whenever users ask it to do so.

Spam is corralled by the sendmail filter when it is received. Periodically, the spam notification program
("SpamNotify.pl") is run under cron. It sends notification of all spam received by a particular user to that user.
By replying to this notification message, the user can selectively release spam to be sent to them.

The reply to the notification is directed to the userid that you create in this section. The userid has a .forward
file which directs all incoming mail to the spam handler ("MailRelease.pl"). This script scans the replies to
any notification messages, from the other users, and releases the appropriate spam to them for delivery.

SpamCorral shares the message corral with its sister product, MailCorral, consequently, the message release
function is also shared. If you have set up or are setting up MailCorral, you will be instructed how to set up a
message handler robot to release messages that are corralled because of content. In that case, you do not need
to set up a spam handler robot too. MailCorral's message handler robot will do both jobs of releasing
messages and spam. The userid you are asked to set up under MailCorral is called "mailrobot". If you have
already done or will do this, subsitute that name herein and skip the setting up of the new userid (immediately
below). Most of the other setup steps can be skipped too, although it doesn't hurt to verify that each one has,
indeed, been done.

First, you must set up a new userid with a name that matches the one you chose for the $SPAMROBOT
variable in Section 1.2. For example, under Linux:

useradd −c "Spam handling robot" −m spamrobot

Note that it is very important that the userid which you create have a valid shell named in its /etc/passwd
entry. This shell need not be one that actually works (if you wish to keep people from logging in to the robot's
userid) but it must be one that is named in /etc/shells. The default shell, assigned by new user creation, should
work but be aware of this fact if you assign any specialty shells to this userid. Sendmail will not forward mail
to MailRelease.pl if this isn't the case.

Next, we are going to copy "MailRelease.pl" to either the spam robot's home directory or a subdirectory under
it (henceforth, we assume the home directory). But, before we do this, make certain that whatever directory
you choose is not writable, except to the owner (no, not even the owner's group can have write permissions).
If the directory is writable by anyone but the owner, sendmail will not forward mail to MailRelease.pl

Now, copy "MailRelease.pl" to the spam robot's home directory (skip this part, if you're using MailCorral's
MailRelease.pl). Give it the right kind of permissions, etc. to allow sendmail to execute it when it reads the
".forward" file. Generally, sendmail runs as the recipient of a message so this script should have permissions
that look like "−rwsrwxr−x" and it should have ownership of root/spamrobot. Note that this program is
running as setuid root to allow it to manipulate the files that it needs to mess with. Be careful if you make any
modifications to this program. Also, on SuSE there is a permission system which will reset the setuid bit each
time SuseConfig is run so you will have to change the permissions in /etc/permissions.easy to 4775 for
MailRelease as well, otherwise they will have to be reset manually each time SuseConfig is run.

Pay particular attention to the operation of the setuid bit. Some operating systems (e.g. Linux) ignore the
setuid bit on shell scripts, for security reasons. If yours is one of these operating systems, Perl may attempt to
simulate the action of setuid. If it does, MailRelease.pl will run correctly when invoked under a non−root
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userid. If Perl doesn't simulate setuid, you will need to run the setuid version of Perl. Normally, the
"configure" script determines this fact and makes the appropriate changes to MailRelease.pl. However, if it
doesn't you will have to hack the first line of MailRelease.pl and point it at "suidperl" (probably the same path
as is already there but with the name of "suidperl" instead [if you can't find suidperl, it may not be installed, in
which case you will need to get it and install it −− under RedHat Linux, suidperl comes as a separate RPM,
called perl−suidperl]). You should check that MailRelease.pl can release messages from the corral when run
from the userid spamrobot to make sure setuid is working (run the same test as above but do "su spamrobot"
first).

On some systems, suidperl will not work either (e.g. on RedHat 7, with Perl 8.5.0, I could not get it to work
under any circumstances). In this case, create the following C wrapper ("MailRelease.c"):

#define REAL_PATH "/home/spamrobot/MailRelease.pl"
main(ac, av)
    char **av;
{
execv(REAL_PATH, av);
}

Compile it with your favorite C compiler (e.g. "cc −o MailRelease MailRelease.c"). Give this program the
setuid root permissions instead of MailRelease.pl.

If you modified the config file or are using one of the foreign language config files, copy MailRelease.cf to
the same place as MailRelease.pl and give it permissions of −rw−r−−r−−. You can have the owner and group
of the file be whatever you want but spamrobot/spamrobot will work fine. If you are using MailCorral but
want to use one of the foreign language config files from the SpamCorral distribution, copy the appropriate
file to MailRelease.cf to the same directory where the MailCorral install put MailRelease.pl.

While you are at it, you can copy "SpamNotify.pl" to this user's home directory and give it permissions that
look like "−rwxr−xr−x". The ownership should be spamrobot/spamrobot. This will allow cron and anyone
else who wants to execute this program to do so.

If you are using one of the foreign language config files or you modified the config file, copy SpamNotify.cf
to the same place as SpamNotify.pl and give it permissions of −rw−r−−r−−. You can have the owner and
group of the file be whatever you want, probably spamrobot/spamrobot. If you are using MailCorral but want
to use one of the foreign language config files from the SpamCorral distribution, copy the appropriate file to
SpamNotify.cf in the same directory where the MailCorral install put SpamNotify.pl.

Set up a ".forward" file under this userid that reads:

"|MailRelease.pl"

Note that in some cases, sendmail requires that the full path name of the executable file be used in the
".forward" file and that the name used match exactly the name that is pointed to by the symlink in the
"/usr/adm/sm.bin" or "/etc/smrsh" file (see the next section). In that case, the ".forward" file should look like
this:

"|/home/spamrobot/MailRelease.pl"

Make sure that the permissions are "−rw−−−−−−−" and the owner/group is set to the userid (e.g. "spamrobot")
that you created above or forwarding won't work. Sendmail checks the ownership and permissions, for
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security reasons, before it will do any forwarding.

1.4 Configure Sendmail

Sendmail now has additional security that prevents ".forward" files from executing programs directly. It uses
a special shell ("smrsh") that performs extra security checking before allowing a program to be run from a
".forward" file. This shell is very restrictive, almost to the point of being ridiculous, resulting in a good many
reasons why it should prevent MailRelease.pl from working (most of which fail silently). You should first
read "man smrsh" for more information about "smrsh" and then follow these instructions carefully to get it
working.

Note that, if you don't follow these instructions to the letter, there is very a good chance that sendmail will
simply drop the message to your spam robot or, just as bad, deliver it to the spam robot's local mailbox (this is
a good thing to check ["mail −u spamrobot"], by the way, if the sendmail log says your messages are being
delivered but MailRelease.pl is, none the less, failing to release anything). You will get no error message or
warning as to why this happens. Sendmail's attitude is that you made a mistake so its not going to do what you
wanted and it isn't going to give you any clues why, either. If you end up reading its code to see why its not
forwarding messages to your spam robot, you'll see that it even has a flag that it sets
(DONTBLAMESENDMAIL) to indicate its not its fault. Too funny! Hopefully, if you follow these
instructions scrupulously, it won't come to that.

When you built sendmail, smrsh should have been built along with it. If not, build it now. If the sendmail
install did not do so already, copy smrsh to a convenient location (e.g. "/usr/sbin/smrsh"), probably the same
directory as sendmail resides in. Apply execute permissions so that the world can execute smrsh, if they aren't
already there.

For forwarding of any kind to work, the shell chosen for the userid that is forwarding must be a "valid" shell.
This means that the shell named in the userid's entry in /etc/passwd must be listed in the file /etc/shells. Verify
this fact. The shell chosen need not be one that actually works (if you wish to keep people from logging in to
the robot's userid) but it must be one that is named in /etc/shells. The default shell, assigned by new user
creation, should work but be aware of this fact if you assign any specialty shells to this userid.

To get smrsh to execute programs, you need to create a directory named "/usr/adm/sm.bin". You must give it
ownership and permissions of root/root/755 and put into it soft links to any programs which will be executed
by a ".forward" file. Be very careful what programs you put in this directory because programs therein can be
executed by mail messages if a hapless user decides to add them to their ".forward" files.

In our case, we need to put in a soft link to the spam handling robot. For example:

ln −s /home/spamrobot/MailRelease.pl /usr/adm/sm.bin/MailRelease.pl

Alternatively, some versions of sendmail use "/etc/smrsh" to implement this feature. You can look at the
source code for sendmail (specifically, see the code in smrsh.c) or try both of them until you get it to work.

The sendmail configuration file must be altered to enable message forwarding. This is done by adding some
lines to the ".mc" file for "sendmail.cf" (this is way better than hacking "sendmail.cf" directly, which is
definitely not for the faint of heart) and running it through M4. Start by copying the canned configuration
supplied with the OS, if you haven't already done so and add the following:

FEATURE(`smrsh', `/usr/sbin/smrsh')dnl
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Note that, in the above line, you should change "/usr/sbin/smrsh" to point to wherever you actually installed
smrsh.

Also note that the default "cost" for mail passed to the program mailer that invokes smrsh is "expensive". This
has the unwanted effect of placing mail forwarded to programs into the mail queue where it can sit for hours
before being delivered. I cannot even speculate why this choice was made for the default but you may not
wish it to be so.

If you would like your spamrobot to respond quickly to requests, you will need to change the expense of the
local mailer. First, you should check your sendmail.cf file to see if the expensive flag is, indeed, one of the
flags being passed to the program mailer. If you see the letter 'e' in the flags, defined by the parameter "F=",
for the "prog" mailer, you'll need to remove it. For example, if your config file reads something like:

Mprog,     P=/usr/sbin/smrsh, F=lsDFMoqu9e,
     S=EnvFromL/HdrFromL, R=EnvToL/HdrToL, D=$z:/,
     T=X−Unix/X−Unix/X−Unix, A=smrsh −c $u

You will need to change the expense of this mailer. To do this, add the following line to the ".mc" file:

define(`LOCAL_SHELL_FLAGS', `u9')dnl

Be sure that this line occurs before the line that says "MAILER(`local')", since that macro uses the values set
by it. And, if there is no definition for a local mailer, be sure to add it.

Compile the configuration and install it. First, build a new "sendmail.cf" by running the M4 macro processor
over the ".mc" file and then copy that file to the usual sendmail configuration file. You can use the following
commands:

m4 mysys.mc >mysys.cf
cp mysys.cf /etc/sendmail.cf

If you prefer to hack the "sendmail.cf" file directly, you should add something that looks like this to the end of
the file:

Mprog,     P=/usr/sbin/smrsh, F=lsDFMoqu9,
     S=EnvFromL/HdrFromL, R=EnvToL/HdrToL, D=$z:/,
     T=X−Unix/X−Unix/X−Unix, A=smrsh −c $u

Its time to try smrsh to see if will run MailRelease.pl. To do this, logon as JoeUser (i.e. not root) and run
MailRelease through smrsh, using the following command (or whatever is appropriate for where you installed
smrsh):

/usr/sbin/smrsh −c /home/spamrobot/MailRelease.pl

Due to the fact that smrsh looks up all of the programs it executes in /usr/adm/sm.bin, it might seem to you
that the actual path used to execute MailRelease.pl is unimportant. One might think that only the program
name matters, and you might even be correct for some of the earlier versions of smrsh. However, it would
now appear that smrsh is checking to see that the path that you use to execute the program matches exactly the
path pointed to by the symlink in /usr/adm/sm.bin. So, you should use the correct path wherever you reference
MailRelease.pl (e.g. in the command above and in the .forward file).
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If you can't get smrsh to execute MailRelease.pl, check all of the permissions, etc. and keep trying until it
works. If it does execute, type a couple of characters (it reads from stdin) and give it an eof. It should do
nothing but terminate. Or, if you like, you can feed it the test message you made up earlier and see if it really
works, although here we're basically just testing to see that smrsh will load the program.

For the next step, you'll probably want to turn on logging by aiming $LOG_FILE at a file (e.g.
"/var/log/spamrobot"). Once this is done, send a message to spamrobot that has the name of a corralled piece
of mail as its subject line. For example:

mail −s /var/spool/MailCorral/recv_from_ew@jg.sp_3E2278A4 spamrobot

You should see a log entry for the request and, if the message is a real one, it should get released. If no log
entry is created, you may need to run MailRelease with suidperl (see the "Create a Spam Handler Robot"
section, above). You should also check to see that the message is not in the queue, waiting to be delivered (see
above for sendmail configuration changes needed to circumvent this), that the permissions on MailRelease are
"−rwsrwxr−x" and that it has ownership of root/spamrobot.

If MailRelease doesn't work, its usually not its fault. There are a lot of things that must be right before
sendmail will condescend to execute the program. Please check them all before blaming MailRelease.

1.5 Alternative to Message Handler Robot

Kai Schaetzl has suggested an alternative to setting up a separate userid for the spam handler robot. Although
my personal preference is the separate userid approach, it is somewhat difficult to set up and get working.
Kai's alternative is easier and works fine on SuSE (we haven't tried it elsewhere). Basically, here's what he
had to do:

To the aliases file (/etc/aliases or /etc/mail/aliases), add this alias (or something like it):

mailrobot: |/usr/sbin/MailRelease.pl

Set the setuid bit for MailRelease. If you'd like to restrict access to this program, use the following
permissions:

  −rwsr−x−−−  1  root daemon  14831 Mar 11 18:08 MailRelease.pl

Make sure that /usr/sbin/suidperl has the setuid bit on, as well. With this arrangement, mail is piped through
MailRelease by sendmail as "daemon:daemon". That's the reason for setting MailRelease to group daemon. If
the permissions are not set correctly, you'll get an unknown sendmail error 162. Sendmail itself doesn't seem
to be running as "daemon:daemon", maybe as "mail:mail", so the shell for piping may be different from the
user sendmail runs as.

Note that the same warning about the SuSE permission system applies here. This system will reset the setuid
bit each time SuseConfig is run so you will have to change the permissions in /etc/permissions.easy to 4755
for MailRelease, otherwise they will have to be reset manually each time SuseConfig is run.

1.6 Set up Periodic Notifications, Etc.

Spam that is corralled by the sendmail filter is placed in the mail corral, pending release for remailing by the
recipient or, ultimately, deletion by the cleanup prcoess (after a set period of time has elapsed). In order for
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the recipients of the spam to know what they have been sent, so that they can decide whether they want it
remailed to them or not, the spam notification program should be run at regular intervals.

The spam notifier is run by an entry in your cron table, probably once or twice a day (depending on how often
your users want to see what spam they've received). I like to do these kinds of things at the end of the day,
when the load on my systems is low. Here's the crontab entry that I use:

# Once a day at 01:00, notify the users of all of the spam received in
# the last 24 hours.
00 1 * * * root /home/spamrobot/SpamNotify.pl

Alternately, if you are expecting huge amounts of spam, you may wish to partition the corral (this puts less
load on the file system and avoids "out of resources" type crashes when processing the corralled spam). Here
is a crontab entry that requests 24 hour partitioning (the default):

# Once a day at 01:00, notify the users of all of the spam received in
# the last 24 hours. Partition the corral at the same time.
00 1 * * * root /home/spamrobot/SpamNotify.pl −−Partition

The sendmail filter generates an unaltered copy of every piece of spam that is not delivered asis. You should
add something to your cron table to clean these files up after a reasonable length of time.

As an example, the script "filterclean", provided with MailCorral, cleans up all of the older filtered messages,
retaining those that are less than thirty days old. If you are using partitioning, you must make sure that you use
the filterclean script from version 1.0.16 of MailCorral or greater. Here is the crontab entry that invokes the
filterclean cleanup script:

# Once a day at 00:30, remove all of the filtered mail messages that are
# over 30 days old.
30 0 * * * root /etc/mail/filterclean

If you don't use the filterclean script from MailCorral, you may have success with the following find
command:

/usr/bin/find /var/spool/MailCorral/ −depth \( −type f −or −type l −or −type d \)
−mtime +30 −exec rm −rf \{\} \;

If you create debugging files (enabled by default), you should clean them up weekly using logrotate. Here's
the lines you need to add to the logrotate config file (/etc/logrotate.conf):

/var/log/spamrobot {
     missingok
     notifempty
}
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2. Spam Notifier

2.1 Description

If you use a sendmail virus/spam filter, such as MailCorral (described elsewhere on this site), the filter should
redirect all received spam to the spam corral, instead of delivering it to the spammer's intended victim. This
method of never actually delivering a single piece of spam is a good way of dealing with it but one that could
go astray when the filter stops a piece of spam which is actually valuable (stranger things have happened). It is
even possible that a non−spam message might be misidentified as spam and stopped by mistake.

How do we resolve this dilemma? Consider that, in the end, the ultimate decision, about whether a piece of
spam is valuable or not, is best left up to the intended recipient. After all, they are really the only ones who
know whether they actually want so see the spammer's message or not. But, if the recipient is shown every
piece of spam and asked to make a decision about whether they want to see it or not, the solution is no better
than the problem. The compromise solution is to only ask them once or twice a day, in a single message, and
to provide a summary that contains sufficient information to allow them to decide, quickly and easily, whether
they want to see the spam or not.

The SpamCorral notification program (SpamNotify.pl) can be run periodically by a cron job, whereupon it
will send email notification messages to all of the recipients of spam. It summarizes each of the messages
received since the last time it was run, giving the sender's address, the subject, the delivery date/time and the
associated spam statistics (as a percentage, with 100% being the threshold for classification of a message as
spam). This provides, on a timely basis, yet without being annoying, enough information for a person to
decide whether they would like to see any of the spam they have received. Normally, the answer is no, in
which case, they need do nothing.

2.2 How it Works

SpamNotify.pl scans through the email spam corral, searching for messages to send notifications for.
Normally, it will find all of the messages that have arrived since the last time it was run (i.e. greater than the
last ran timestamp). However, you may alter this behaviour by using one or both of its optional patterns to
look only for specific messages.

If you do elect to use a pattern, the full flexibility of regular expression searching is available. The patterns
given are evaluated using the Perl eval function. Consequently, if you can describe what you are looking for
with a regular expression, you can find it in the spam corral.

If this is not sufficient, the even fuller flexibility of a block of code is available for the more difficult
problems. If you can code your search criteria into a block of Perl code, you can apply them to messages in
the spam corral.

For each spam message that matches the search criteria (either later than the last timestamp or one or both of
the patterns), a notification message is sent to the recipient, indicating that there is spam waiting for them in
the corral. A brief description of each spam message is given in the notification, so as to give the recipient a
chance to decide whether they want to see it or not. All of the matched spam messages for a single user are
sent in one notification.
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2.2.1 Input

The input to this script is the spam corral, which is expected to be populated by the MailCorral sendmail
milter "sendmailfilter.c". Essentially, each message in the corral is stored exactly as it was received, except for
a single line of statistical information in a special header at the very front of the message.

If you wish to use this program on mail messages corraled by some other mail filter, you should easily be able
to alter the portion of the code that looks for the statistical information in the header.

2.2.2 Output

The output will be one notification mail message sent to each individual recipient of spam with messages that
match the search criteria. In the notification message, there will be an explanatory paragraph or two plus one
paragraph for each spam message. In these paragraphs, the sender, recipient, subject, spam statistics and any
annotation from a code block will appear.

The recipient of the notification will be able to use the information therein to release any spam, that they
particularly care about, for deliver to themselves.

2.3 Command Line Parameters

SpamNotify.pl is invoked by the following command line:

SpamNotify.pl [−−Config=configfile] [−−Corral=/corral/dir] [−−Debug] [−−Partition[=interval]]
          [−−SearchSpan=days] <uid_pattern> <search_pattern>

The meaning and usage of each of these parameters is:

−−Config The name of a file containing program configuration information. This file is interpreted
via the eval function so that it may contain variable assignments, etc. All of the
configuration variables described in the "Configure the Message Remailer" section (e.g.
$NOTIFYMSG) may be set in this file. The default file is a file named "SpamNotify.cf"
in the same directory as this program. If the file doesn't exist, the internal defaults are
used instead.

To use this file, set the variables as you would in Perl code. For example:

$SPAMROBOT = "myrobot";

−−Corral The name of the directory where all of the incomming the spam has been corraled by the
sendmail spam filter. Normally, the default directory, if not specified, is
"/var/spool/MailCorral".

−−Debug Turn on debugging. Dumps possibly helpful trace information to stdout if enabled.

−−Partition Turn on corral partitioning. If no value is specified, the corral is partitioned in 24 hour
intervals. If a value is specified, it must be a number from 1 to 24, giving the interval in
hours into which the corral should be partitioned. It is probably best to choose an interval
that divides evenly into 24 (i.e. 1, 2, 3, 4, 6, 8, 12 and 24).

On many systems, the amount of spam kept in the corral can approach epic proportions.
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For example, on a system with 5000 users, that keeps its viruses/spam for 10 days, where
the users receive an average of 10 virus/spam messages per day, the corral would contain
500,000 messages. This number of messages can tax any file system and prove
burdensome to process.

By partitioning the corral into intervals, the total number of messages in a single corral
directory can be reduced significantly (e.g. in the above example with a partition interval
of 24, the average directory would only contain 50,000 messages).

Processing of corralled messages is also speeded up, since the messages in a partition that
don't apply to the time period being scanned are bypassed altogether.

Note that partitioning can be turned on/off at any time but it will take some time for the
partitioned messages to work their way out of the system, once they are partitioned. Be
sure, if you do turn on partitioning, that you have a version of filterclean from MailCorral
version 1.0.16 or better, otherwise the partitions won't get cleaned up.

−−SearchSpan When searching for a particular userid or pattern, this parameter tells the notifier how
many days it should back up, from today, while searching. The default is 30 days.

<uid_pattern> A userid pattern to use in searching the corralled spam for messages to send notifications
for. Normally, all messages received after the last timestamp are processed. Supplying
this pattern alters that behaviour. Usually, it is used for testing purposes.

A regular expression is used, which is matched against the userid that the spam was sent
to. It is evaluated by the Perl eval function. The leading and trailing forward slash must
not be supplied by you. These slashes will be supplied by this program when it makes up
the expression to be evaluated. Also, you need not worry about case−sensitivity because
case−insensitive mode is forced.

Note that special characters must be escaped using the backslash character. Unfortunately,
this is also the shell escape character so the backslash must be doubled−up on the
command line, if unquoted. For example, to get the pattern shown, use:

myhost\\.com  command line
myhost\.com   yields pattern
myhost.com    searches for

Also note that, if the corral has been partitioned by the "−−Partition" option, the search
will only extend backwards from the current time for 30 days.

<search_pattern> A pattern to search the contents of each of the spam messages for. Any message which
contains this pattern will have a notification sent for it. Normally, all messages received
after the last timestamp are processed. Supplying this pattern alters that behaviour.
Usually, it is used for testing purposes.

Note that, if you use this pattern, the must also be supplied. A match−all pattern of ".*"
may be used if you don't care about matching user names.

Also note that, if the corral has been partitioned by the "−−Partition" option, the search
will only extend backwards from the current time for 30 days.
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The pattern can be either a regular expression or a block of Perl code that returns
true/false. Whichever is used, both will be evaluated by the Perl eval function. If a regular
expression is used, the same rules that apply to (above) apply here.

If you wish to supply a block of code to be evaluated, it must begin and end with "{" and
"}". If it does not, it will be treated as a regular expression and evaluated as such.

The last statement in the block of code must evaluate to a boolean value. This value must
be true, if you wish the search to match the message in question and false, if you do not
wish the search to match the message in question.

The block of code has the following pre−defined variables available to it:

$Message − the buffer holding the entire message, including the headers, as it was sent.
Note that, if you don't use code, the pattern will be matching against this variable.

$Headers − only the headers portion of the message.

$Body − the body portion of the message, minus any headers.

$From − the sender's from address.

$To − the recipient's to address.

$Subject − the subject header line.

$Date − the message's date header line. The format is according to the SMTP RFCs is:

Day, mm Mnt yyyy hh:mm:ss +/−gggg

Where "Day" is the name of the day of the week, "mm Mnt yyyy" is the day of the month,
month name and year. "hh:mm:ss" is an hour timestamp and +/−gggg is the offset in
hours and minutes from GMT.

$ReplyTo − probably pretty similar to $To. The reply−to header line.

$ContentType − the content−type header line. This follows the MIME rules in the RFCs.

$Importance − the importance header line.

$MatchCount − a running count of the number of messages matched so far (does not
include the current message).

$TotalCount − a running count of the number of messages processed so far (includes the
current message).

$Remarks − may be set to any value by the block of code. This variable will be appended
to the notification generated for any matching message. Can be used to annotate matched
messages or to send information to the users.
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3. Spam Remailer

3.1 Description

As we said in the Spam Notifier Descripton Section the SpamCorral notification program (SpamNotify.pl) can
be run periodically by a cron job, whereupon it will send email notification messages to all of the recipients of
spam. When a user receives the notification, they can optionally reply to the message (using their mailer's
reply function), retaining the description of any pieces of spam which they wish to see and deleting the
description of those which they don't. The action is simple and natural, in that it is just like replying to any
other piece of email that they receive.

A second program in this package, the spam handling robot MailRelease.pl, listens for messages sent to it, as
replies to notification messages, requesting that spam be extracted from the mail corral and remailed to the
original recipient. Upon verification of the sender's right to remail the spam, the corralled messages will be
remailed to them but, this time, they will pass directly through the sendmail filter unscathed. The operation of
the spam handlers is automatic and unattended, simply responding to requests from the recipients to remail all
of the spam that they ask to see. No intervention by administrative personnel is required. Furthermore, no
important or interesting messages are ever dropped by accident. The recipient has final say in all decisions.

3.2 How it Works

Normally, MailRelease.pl is invoked by sendmail by placing the command in the ".forward" file for the spam
handling robot. For example, if the spam handling robot userid is "spamrobot" and their home directory is
"/home/spamrobot", the ".forward" file should be "/home/spamrobot/.forward" and it should contain the
following:

"|MailRelease.pl"

Note that one of the "features" of sendmail is that it uses a special shell program called "smrsh" to invoke all
executables in the ".forward" file. This shell is very restrictive in what it can execute. Specifically, you must
put a soft link to this program in the directory that specifies the acceptable programs for "smrsh". This
directory is probably either "/etc/smrsh" or "/usr/adm/sm.bin" (see the code in smrsh.c). You should also
check your config file to see if this "feature" is enabled and possibly what the name of the "acceptable"
directory is. For more information, look at "man smrsh".

You might want to write output from this program to a log file, in which case, you should define the variable
$LOG_FILE. If it is defined, the log will go to the file specified. Don't forget to add this file to logrotate so
that it won't grow to be too ginormous.

The body of the email message contains one or more lines that have the names of spam message files that are
to be remailed to their original user. The rest of the message body is ignored.

For each spam message file name that is found in the body of the message being processed by this program,
the corresponding spam message will be remailed to its original destination and then purged. That's about it.
Pretty simple.
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4. Interoperability

4.1 Working With MailCorral

The spam handling programs in the SpamCorral package work with mail messages that, instead of being
delivered, were placed in a directory (called the spam corral) by a mail filter of some kind. What they expect
to find in that directory is a collection of ready−for−delivery messages that simply got sidelined because they
contain spam.

Upon receipt of a reply to a spam notification, the spam release program expects to be able to take the
ready−for−delivery message and remail it to the recipient. It also expects that this remail operation be carried
out without the remailed message being scanned for spam a second time around.

The virus/spam filter, in the package MailCorral, works hand in glove with SpamCorral by: 1) placing spam
into the spam corral in the proper, ready−for−delivery format and adding a special header giving spam
statistics that SpamCorral passes on to the recipient to indicate why the message is considered spam; 2)
tagging each piece of spam with a secret key that will allow it to pass through the filter a second time,
untouched, thereby allowing SpamCorral to remail released spam.

Although it should be possible to easily change the programs in the SpamCorral package to work with other
mail filters, SpamCorral was specifically designed to work with MailCorral so the interopertion between the
two is seamless.
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GNU Free Documentation License
Version 1.1, March 2000

Copyright (C) 2000  Free Software Foundation, Inc.
59 Temple Place, Suite 330, Boston, MA  02111−1307  USA
Everyone is permitted to copy and distribute verbatim copies
of this license document, but changing it is not allowed.

0. PREAMBLE

The purpose of this License is to make a manual, textbook, or other written document "free" in the sense of
freedom: to assure everyone the effective freedom to copy and redistribute it, with or without modifying it,
either commercially or noncommercially. Secondarily, this License preserves for the author and publisher a
way to get credit for their work, while not being considered responsible for modifications made by others.

This License is a kind of "copyleft", which means that derivative works of the document must themselves be
free in the same sense. It complements the GNU General Public License, which is a copyleft license designed
for free software.

We have designed this License in order to use it for manuals for free software, because free software needs
free documentation: a free program should come with manuals providing the same freedoms that the software
does. But this License is not limited to software manuals; it can be used for any textual work, regardless of
subject matter or whether it is published as a printed book. We recommend this License principally for works
whose purpose is instruction or reference.

1. APPLICABILITY AND DEFINITIONS

This License applies to any manual or other work that contains a notice placed by the copyright holder saying
it can be distributed under the terms of this License. The "Document", below, refers to any such manual or
work. Any member of the public is a licensee, and is addressed as "you".

A "Modified Version" of the Document means any work containing the Document or a portion of it, either
copied verbatim, or with modifications and/or translated into another language.

A "Secondary Section" is a named appendix or a front−matter section of the Document that deals exclusively
with the relationship of the publishers or authors of the Document to the Document's overall subject (or to
related matters) and contains nothing that could fall directly within that overall subject. (For example, if the
Document is in part a textbook of mathematics, a Secondary Section may not explain any mathematics.) The
relationship could be a matter of historical connection with the subject or with related matters, or of legal,
commercial, philosophical, ethical or political position regarding them.

The "Invariant Sections" are certain Secondary Sections whose titles are designated, as being those of
Invariant Sections, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License.

The "Cover Texts" are certain short passages of text that are listed, as Front−Cover Texts or Back−Cover
Texts, in the notice that says that the Document is released under this License.

A "Transparent" copy of the Document means a machine−readable copy, represented in a format whose
specification is available to the general public, whose contents can be viewed and edited directly and
straightforwardly with generic text editors or (for images composed of pixels) generic paint programs or (for
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drawings) some widely available drawing editor, and that is suitable for input to text formatters or for
automatic translation to a variety of formats suitable for input to text formatters. A copy made in an otherwise
Transparent file format whose markup has been designed to thwart or discourage subsequent modification by
readers is not Transparent. A copy that is not "Transparent" is called "Opaque".

Examples of suitable formats for Transparent copies include plain ASCII without markup, Texinfo input
format, LaTeX input format, SGML or XML using a publicly available DTD, and standard−conforming
simple HTML designed for human modification. Opaque formats include PostScript, PDF, proprietary
formats that can be read and edited only by proprietary word processors, SGML or XML for which the DTD
and/or processing tools are not generally available, and the machine−generated HTML produced by some
word processors for output purposes only.

The "Title Page" means, for a printed book, the title page itself, plus such following pages as are needed to
hold, legibly, the material this License requires to appear in the title page. For works in formats which do not
have any title page as such, "Title Page" means the text near the most prominent appearance of the work's
title, preceding the beginning of the body of the text.

2. VERBATIM COPYING

You may copy and distribute the Document in any medium, either commercially or noncommercially,
provided that this License, the copyright notices, and the license notice saying this License applies to the
Document are reproduced in all copies, and that you add no other conditions whatsoever to those of this
License. You may not use technical measures to obstruct or control the reading or further copying of the
copies you make or distribute. However, you may accept compensation in exchange for copies. If you
distribute a large enough number of copies you must also follow the conditions in section 3.

You may also lend copies, under the same conditions stated above, and you may publicly display copies.

3. COPYING IN QUANTITY

If you publish printed copies of the Document numbering more than 100, and the Document's license notice
requires Cover Texts, you must enclose the copies in covers that carry, clearly and legibly, all these Cover
Texts: Front−Cover Texts on the front cover, and Back−Cover Texts on the back cover. Both covers must also
clearly and legibly identify you as the publisher of these copies. The front cover must present the full title with
all words of the title equally prominent and visible. You may add other material on the covers in addition.
Copying with changes limited to the covers, as long as they preserve the title of the Document and satisfy
these conditions, can be treated as verbatim copying in other respects.

If the required texts for either cover are too voluminous to fit legibly, you should put the first ones listed (as
many as fit reasonably) on the actual cover, and continue the rest onto adjacent pages.

If you publish or distribute Opaque copies of the Document numbering more than 100, you must either
include a machine−readable Transparent copy along with each Opaque copy, or state in or with each Opaque
copy a publicly−accessible computer−network location containing a complete Transparent copy of the
Document, free of added material, which the general network−using public has access to download
anonymously at no charge using public−standard network protocols. If you use the latter option, you must
take reasonably prudent steps, when you begin distribution of Opaque copies in quantity, to ensure that this
Transparent copy will remain thus accessible at the stated location until at least one year after the last time
you distribute an Opaque copy (directly or through your agents or retailers) of that edition to the public.
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It is requested, but not required, that you contact the authors of the Document well before redistributing any
large number of copies, to give them a chance to provide you with an updated version of the Document.

4. MODIFICATIONS

You may copy and distribute a Modified Version of the Document under the conditions of sections 2 and 3
above, provided that you release the Modified Version under precisely this License, with the Modified
Version filling the role of the Document, thus licensing distribution and modification of the Modified Version
to whoever possesses a copy of it. In addition, you must do these things in the Modified Version:

A. Use in the Title Page (and on the covers, if any) a title distinct from that of the Document, and
from those of previous versions (which should, if there were any, be listed in the History section of
the Document). You may use the same title as a previous version if the original publisher of that
version gives permission.

• 

B. List on the Title Page, as authors, one or more persons or entities responsible for authorship of the
modifications in the Modified Version, together with at least five of the principal authors of the
Document (all of its principal authors, if it has less than five).

• 

C. State on the Title page the name of the publisher of the Modified Version, as the publisher.• 
D. Preserve all the copyright notices of the Document.• 
E. Add an appropriate copyright notice for your modifications adjacent to the other copyright notices.• 
F. Include, immediately after the copyright notices, a license notice giving the public permission to
use the Modified Version under the terms of this License, in the form shown in the Addendum below.

• 

G. Preserve in that license notice the full lists of Invariant Sections and required Cover Texts given in
the Document's license notice.

• 

H. Include an unaltered copy of this License.• 
I. Preserve the section entitled "History", and its title, and add to it an item stating at least the title,
year, new authors, and publisher of the Modified Version as given on the Title Page. If there is no
section entitled "History" in the Document, create one stating the title, year, authors, and publisher of
the Document as given on its Title Page, then add an item describing the Modified Version as stated
in the previous sentence.

• 

J. Preserve the network location, if any, given in the Document for public access to a Transparent
copy of the Document, and likewise the network locations given in the Document for previous
versions it was based on. These may be placed in the "History" section. You may omit a network
location for a work that was published at least four years before the Document itself, or if the original
publisher of the version it refers to gives permission.

• 

K. In any section entitled "Acknowledgements" or "Dedications", preserve the section's title, and
preserve in the section all the substance and tone of each of the contributor acknowledgements and/or
dedications given therein.

• 

L. Preserve all the Invariant Sections of the Document, unaltered in their text and in their titles.
Section numbers or the equivalent are not considered part of the section titles.

• 

M. Delete any section entitled "Endorsements". Such a section may not be included in the Modified
Version.

• 

N. Do not retitle any existing section as "Endorsements" or to conflict in title with any Invariant
Section.

• 

If the Modified Version includes new front−matter sections or appendices that qualify as Secondary Sections
and contain no material copied from the Document, you may at your option designate some or all of these
sections as invariant. To do this, add their titles to the list of Invariant Sections in the Modified Version's
license notice. These titles must be distinct from any other section titles.
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You may add a section entitled "Endorsements", provided it contains nothing but endorsements of your
Modified Version by various parties−−for example, statements of peer review or that the text has been
approved by an organization as the authoritative definition of a standard.

You may add a passage of up to five words as a Front−Cover Text, and a passage of up to 25 words as a
Back−Cover Text, to the end of the list of Cover Texts in the Modified Version. Only one passage of
Front−Cover Text and one of Back−Cover Text may be added by (or through arrangements made by) any one
entity. If the Document already includes a cover text for the same cover, previously added by you or by
arrangement made by the same entity you are acting on behalf of, you may not add another; but you may
replace the old one, on explicit permission from the previous publisher that added the old one.

The author(s) and publisher(s) of the Document do not by this License give permission to use their names for
publicity for or to assert or imply endorsement of any Modified Version.

5. COMBINING DOCUMENTS

You may combine the Document with other documents released under this License, under the terms defined
in section 4 above for modified versions, provided that you include in the combination all of the Invariant
Sections of all of the original documents, unmodified, and list them all as Invariant Sections of your combined
work in its license notice.

The combined work need only contain one copy of this License, and multiple identical Invariant Sections may
be replaced with a single copy. If there are multiple Invariant Sections with the same name but different
contents, make the title of each such section unique by adding at the end of it, in parentheses, the name of the
original author or publisher of that section if known, or else a unique number. Make the same adjustment to
the section titles in the list of Invariant Sections in the license notice of the combined work.

In the combination, you must combine any sections entitled "History" in the various original documents,
forming one section entitled "History"; likewise combine any sections entitled "Acknowledgements", and any
sections entitled "Dedications". You must delete all sections entitled "Endorsements."

6. COLLECTIONS OF DOCUMENTS

You may make a collection consisting of the Document and other documents released under this License, and
replace the individual copies of this License in the various documents with a single copy that is included in
the collection, provided that you follow the rules of this License for verbatim copying of each of the
documents in all other respects.

You may extract a single document from such a collection, and distribute it individually under this License,
provided you insert a copy of this License into the extracted document, and follow this License in all other
respects regarding verbatim copying of that document.

7. AGGREGATION WITH INDEPENDENT WORKS

A compilation of the Document or its derivatives with other separate and independent documents or works, in
or on a volume of a storage or distribution medium, does not as a whole count as a Modified Version of the
Document, provided no compilation copyright is claimed for the compilation. Such a compilation is called an
"aggregate", and this License does not apply to the other self−contained works thus compiled with the
Document, on account of their being thus compiled, if they are not themselves derivative works of the
Document.
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If the Cover Text requirement of section 3 is applicable to these copies of the Document, then if the Document
is less than one quarter of the entire aggregate, the Document's Cover Texts may be placed on covers that
surround only the Document within the aggregate. Otherwise they must appear on covers around the whole
aggregate.

8. TRANSLATION

Translation is considered a kind of modification, so you may distribute translations of the Document under the
terms of section 4. Replacing Invariant Sections with translations requires special permission from their
copyright holders, but you may include translations of some or all Invariant Sections in addition to the
original versions of these Invariant Sections. You may include a translation of this License provided that you
also include the original English version of this License. In case of a disagreement between the translation and
the original English version of this License, the original English version will prevail.

9. TERMINATION

You may not copy, modify, sublicense, or distribute the Document except as expressly provided for under this
License. Any other attempt to copy, modify, sublicense or distribute the Document is void, and will
automatically terminate your rights under this License. However, parties who have received copies, or rights,
from you under this License will not have their licenses terminated so long as such parties remain in full
compliance.

10. FUTURE REVISIONS OF THIS LICENSE

The Free Software Foundation may publish new, revised versions of the GNU Free Documentation License
from time to time. Such new versions will be similar in spirit to the present version, but may differ in detail to
address new problems or concerns. See http://www.gnu.org/copyleft/.

Each version of the License is given a distinguishing version number. If the Document specifies that a
particular numbered version of this License "or any later version" applies to it, you have the option of
following the terms and conditions either of that specified version or of any later version that has been
published (not as a draft) by the Free Software Foundation. If the Document does not specify a version
number of this License, you may choose any version ever published (not as a draft) by the Free Software
Foundation.
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